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Abstract. The rapidly increasing number of sharing bikes has facilitated people’s daily commuting significantly. However, the number of
available bikes in different stations may be imbalanced due to the free
check-in and check-out of users. Therefore, predicting the bike demand
in each station is an important task in a city to satisfy requests in different stations. Recent works mainly focus on demand prediction in settled
stations, which ignore the realistic scenarios that bike stations may be
deployed or removed. To predict station-level demands with evolving
new stations, we face two main challenges: (1) How to effectively capture new interactions in time-evolving station networks; (2) How to learn
spatial patterns for new stations due to the limited historical data. To
tackle these challenges, we propose a novel Spatial Community-informed
Evolving Graphs (SCEG) framework to predict station-level demands,
which considers two different grained interactions. Specifically, we learn
time-evolving representation from fine-grained interactions in evolving
station networks using EvolveGCN. And we design a Bi-grained Graph
Convolutional Network(B-GCN) to learn community-informed representation from coarse-grained interactions between communities of stations.
Experimental results on real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of SCEG on demand prediction for both new and settled stations. Our
code is available at https://github.com/RoeyW/Bikes-SCEG
Keywords: Spatial-temporal analysis · Urban computing · Demand prediction · Graph Neural Network
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Introduction

Sharing-bike is becoming an increasingly popular means for commuting due to
its cheap cost, easy access and convenient usage. Bike riders can check-in to ride
?
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the bike from one station and check-out at any other stations. According to the
reports of Citi Bike, the largest bike-sharing company in New York City, the
number of total bikes grew up to 12,000 and over 800 stations were added in
2017. Also, it is estimated that bike riders take 10 million trips in one year1 .
Due to free check-in and check-out demands of bike rides, available bikes in
some stations are shortage while available bikes in others are redundant. The
bike company needs to balance bikes in stations manually according to demands
of stations. Therefore, demand prediction is important to balance bikes for the
stations in a city.
The majority of recent works on sharing-bike demand prediction focus on
settled stations, which are all existing during training and test phases, using
geographical distance and temporal correlations between stations. For example,
Lin et al. [4] used a data-driven method to learn the relationship between stations with graph neural networks to predict future demands. Chai et al. [9] fused
multiple graphs constructed from the perspectives of the spatial distance, trip
records and check-in/check-out correlations between settled stations to predict
bike’s demands. They delete the new stations from the dataset, which only appear few days. In the real-world scenario, new stations may be added or removed
by the bike-sharing company to better satisfy users’ demands. For example, according to the report of Citi Bike, the bike company added over 100 stations in
one year1 . At the early stage of adding a new station, it has limited historical
demands and interactions (trips to/from other stations). But existing works may
not be directly applied to predict demands for new stations due to relying on
long term historical data. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a more effective
model to predict demands for stations when new stations are added.

Fig. 1: The Illustration of time evolving station networks. The color of stations changes
from green to red when the number of available bikes decrease. The lines between
stations indicate that there are riding trips between them. The blue and red dash
circles indicate communities of stations.

However, it is a non-trivial task to perform prediction when new stations
are added. We face two main challenges to deal with evolving new stations.
From the temporal aspects, it is necessary to capture new interactions, which
continuously appear especially when new stations are added. Besides changing
1
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of interactions between settled stations, new interactions between new stations
and settled stations may appear over time, which affect demands of new stations
and settled stations. As shown in Fig.1, the demands of stations are different
due to the different interactions at each timestamp. For example, users would
like to ride from S1 to S3 at t1 . And some users chose S2 to start the trips at t2 .
Specifically, there would be some new interactions that haven’t appeared before
a new station was added. For example, S4 was added at t3 . Then the interactions
between S2 and S4 appeared at that time, which will affect the demands of S2
and S4 . Therefore, to predict demands of stations, we need to consider dynamic
interactions over time, especially for new interactions.
From the spatial aspects, spatial interaction patterns of new stations are
difficult to be learned due to the limited historical interactions, which make it
difficult to predict the demands of new stations. A straightforward way to provide information for the new station is using spatial interactions of the nearby
stations directly. However, station-level interactions exist fluctuation and random [23], which cannot learn the interaction patterns of new station accurately.
Compared to station-level interactions, stations within a spatial community have
similar demand trends and more distinct interaction patterns as observed. Thus,
when a new station is added into a spatial community, we can use the historical
information of its community to supply demand trends and possible interactions
for this new station. For example, stations in the blue community usually interact with stations in the red community as shown in Fig 1. When the new station
S4 is added into the red community, S4 may interact with stations in the blue
community. Therefore, it is necessary to consider possible communities that new
stations will interact with based on community-level interactions .
To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we consider two different-grained
spatial interactions in a city. The fine-grained interactions are trips between stations, which provide specific interactions at each timestamp. The coarse-grained
interactions are trips between communities of stations, which have more steady
distributions in a city. Therefore, we can predict future demands by extracting
the fine-grained interactions while relying on the coarse-grained interactions.
To this end, we propose a novel framework which exploits Spatial Communityinformed Evolving Graphs (SCEG) to predict demands with evolving new stations in station networks. Firstly, we adopt EvolveGCN [5] to represent the dynamic interactions in each timestamp to handle time-evolving station networks,
which is called as Time-evolving representation. To deal with different-grained
spatial graphs, we then design a Bi-grained Graph Convolution Network (BGCN) to represent station-level representation based on community-level interactions, which is called as Community-informed representation. Finally, we use
variational autoencoder [11] to fuse two kind of representations while considering some variances in the real world. In summary, the main contributions of our
paper are as follows:
1. We consider a novel scenario for demand prediction that station networks
would involve some new stations.
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2. We propose a novel framework (SCEG), which exploits spatial community
informed time-evolving graphs to predict demands for settled stations and
new stations.
3. We design a Bi-grained Graph Convolutional Network (B-GCN), which assigns community-level interactions to stations.
4. We conduct experiments on the real-world datasets in New York City and
Washington D.C.. Experimental results show that our model outperforms
existing state-of-the-art baselines both on settled and new stations, especially
when new stations are more than settled stations.

2

Problem Statement

To better represent interactions, we use graphs to model the relationship between
communities or stations. To represent coarse-grained interactions between spatial
communities and fine-grained interactions between stations, we use three kinds of
graphs to define the problem: time-evolving station graphs, a spatial communities
graph and bi-grained graphs.
Definition 1. Time-evolving station graphs GS = (GS1 , ..., GST ).
At the tth timestamp, GSt = (St , EtS ), St = (s1 , ..., si , ...) is the station set in a
S
city. eij
t ∈ Et represents the number of interactions between station si and sj .
S
At denotes the binary adjacent matrix.
Definition 2. A spatial community graph GC = (C, E Com ) is constructed to
indicate the interactions between spatial communities, which is a weighted graph.
We denote C and E Com as the set of communities and edges between communities. Each community consists of stations with similar attributes (such as spatial
C
distance, demands on weekdays). AC is a weighted adjacent matrix. aC
ij ∈ A
represents the probability of riding from one community to another, which is calculated by the number of trips between ci and cj in the number of trips from/to
#trips(ci ,cj )
ci (i.e., aC
ij = #trips(ci ) ).
B
Definition 3. Bi-grained graphs GB = (GB
1 , ..., GT ) is used to link time-evolving
S
station graph Gt and the spatial community graph GC .
B
B
|St |×|C|
At the tth timestamp, GB
represents edges bet = (St , C, Et ), Et ∈ R
B
B
tween stations and communities. at,ij ∈ At is equal to 1 if the ith station belongs
to the j th community.
Additionally, we use Dt = {Dti , i ∈ {in, out}} as check-in and check-out demands of stations. F t denotes the external temporal features, e.g., temperature,
wind speed, weather and weekday. These temporal features significantly affect
the demand of stations. For example, demands on rainy days are less than sunny
days. We give the formal problem definition as follows:
E
Given GC , GB
=
t−∆t and a ∆t period of historical data set X
S
{Gt−∆t:t−1 , Dt−∆t:t−1 , Ft−∆t:t−1 }, we predict the check-in and check-out demand Dt for stations at tth timestamp.
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The Proposed Model

To predict station-level demands, we proposed SCEG to exploit time-evolving
station networks informed by spatial community. As shown in Fig 2, our model
consists of two phases: learning phase and prediction phase. In the learning phase,
we learn time-evolving representation and community-informed representation
of stations from the dynamic interactions of station graphs and interactions
between spatial communities. In the prediction phase, we predict future demands
conditioned on these two latent representations.
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Prediction phase
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Fig. 2: The architecture of SCEG model. The learning phase is used to infer latent
representations of spatial communities and time-evolving graphs. The prediction phase
is used to predict future demands conditioned on these two latent representations

Learning phase is used to encode the spatial community graph and timeevolving information into two latent representations: time-evolving representation Z E and community-informed representation Z C separately. Since the
true posterior distributions p(Z E |X E ) and p(Z C |GC , GB
t−∆t ) are intractable,
the inference model qφ (Z E |X E ) and qφ (Z C |GC , GB
)
t−∆t are introduced to approximate them, where qφ (Z E |X E ) = N (µE , (σ E )2 I), qφ (Z C |GC , GB
t−∆t ) =
N (µC , (σ C )2 I). φ represents encoder parameters {µE , σ E , µC , σ C }.
Prediction phase is used to predict future demand based on the fusion
of the two latent representations. The future check-in/out demand distribution
p(Dti ) is written as:
log p(Dti )

ZZ
= log

p(Dti |Z E , Z C )p(Z E )p(Z C )dZ E dZ C

(1)
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Learning phase

Time-evolving graphs representation To capture evolving patterns for stations at each timestamp, existing works used a single GCN to encode station
graphs in each timestamp, which shared parameters among the various timestamps. However, a single GCN for graphs at each timestamp is hardly to predict
demands of new stations. Therefore, we need to learn interactions between settled
stations and new stations in time-evolving station graphs. Besides time-evolving
station graphs, there are some temporal features (e.g., temperature, wind speed,
demands of stations), which also contribute to demands of stations. We need to
combine these temporal features while encoding the time-evolving graphs.
Firstly, we use EvolveGCN to encode changes of nodes and edges for the
time-evolving graphs. We use GRU (gated recurrent unit) [13] to update the
hidden state on t − 1 timestamp as shown in Eq.(2).
= GRU1 (Wt−1 )

(l)

= ReLU (AS
t × Ht

Ht
(l)

(l)

(l)

Wt

(l−1)

(l)

(2)

× Wt )

(l)

where Wt and Ht represent a weight matrix and a hidden state for the lth
layer at timestamp t. ReLU (·) is a rectified linear unit. The symbol × means
matrix multiplication.
Secondly, we combine the embedding of time-evolving graphs with temporal
features. To obtain temporal embedding of the temporal information, we use
another GRU to encode them as shown in Eq.(3).
e t = GRU2 (H (l) , Dt−1 , Ft−1 )
H
t−1

(3)

Based on the embedding of temporal information(X E ), we can approximate
the distribution Z E ∼ qφ (Z E |X E ) by estimating µE and σ E as shown in Eq.(4).
Due to some random between station-level interaction, we sample Z E using a
random normal distribution 1 .
e t × W E + bE )
H E = tanh(H
µE = F C1 (H E ),
Z

E

E

E

log(σ E )2 = F C2 (H E )

= µ + σ · 1 ,

where

(4)

1 ∼ N (0, I)

where W E , bE are trainable variables. F C(·) denotes fully connected layers. The
symbol · means element-wise multiplication.
Bi-grained graph representation Due to frequently changing of time-evolving
graphs, we involve a steady and coarse-grained graph, also called as a spatial
community graph, which also helps infer demand trends and possible interactions of new stations. Based on this idea, we need to assign the interactions of
one cluster to the stations in it. As we all know, stations’ demands are different
even though they have similar demand trends in the same community. Therefore, we should consider the differences between stations in a community when
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assigning the community’s information. On the other hand, each station also
interacts with other communities. So it is necessary to explore how a station is
affected by other communities.
To find spatial communities in a city, we group stations in a long period (i.e.,
6 months) by K-Means, which uses Euclidean distance and their demands on
different weekdays as features. After the period, we add a new station into a
spatial community according to the distance and its few historical demands.
To address issues above, we firstly designed a Bi-grained Graph Convolution
Network (B-GCN), which leverages a bi-grained graph to learn Communityinformed representation. Specifically, we use a single GCN to represent interactions between spatial communities.
E C = ReLU (AC × H C × W C )

(5)

where H C and W C are trainable variables.
To transfer the embedding of community-level interactions to station-level,
we use a bi-grained graph (GB
t−∆t ) to weight the affect of the community stations’
belong to and other communities separately. Intra-weight represents how we
assign the information of a community to stations in it as shown in Eq.(6).
Eq.(7) represents inter-weight, which calculates how a station interacts with
other communities.

intra B
 qP wij ·at−∆t,ij
, si ∈ cj
intra ·aB
2
intra
(6)
et,ij =
i|si ∈cj (wij
t−∆t,ij )

0,
si ∈
/ cj

inter
B
 qP wij ·(1−at−∆t,ij )
, si ∈
/ cj
inter
2
inter
·(1−aB
et,ij =
(7)
j|si ∈c
/ j (wij
t−∆t,ij ))

0,
si ∈ cj
intra
inter
where wij
∈ W intra , wij
∈ W inter ,eintra
∈ Etintra , einter
∈ Etinter . And
t,ij
t,ij
W intra , W inter , Etintra , Etinter ∈ R|St−∆t |×|C| .
Using intra-weight and inter-weight, we calculate stations’ representations
H B which is transferred from communities’ representations.

H B = (Etintra + Etinter ) × E C

(8)

Secondly, we learn the latent community-informed representation. Though interactions between spatial communities seem regular than those between stations, they still have some randomness. Therefore, we need to consider some
randomness based on qφ (Z C |GC , GB
t−∆t ) we learned. To obtain the latent variC
C
C
C
B
able Z C ∼ qφ (Z C |GC , GB
t−∆t ), we estimate µ and σ of qφ (Z |G , Gt−∆t ) as
follows:
µC = F C3 (H B ),

Z C = µC + σ C ·  2

log(σ C )2 = F C4 (H B )
where

2 ∼ N (0, I)

(9)

where W C is a weight matrix, Z C is sampled from qφ (Z C |GC , GB
t−∆t ) using a
random normal distribution 2 .
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3.2

Prediction phase

Future demand is affected by the fusion of spatial community and time-evolving
information. We need to consider specific information in time-evolving information while relying on coarse-grained distribution in a city. Therefore, conditioned
on two independent latent variables Z C and Z E , we estimate the future demand
distribution pθ (Dti |Z C , Z E ) as follows:
pθ (Dti |Z C , Z E ) = F C5 (Z)

(10)

where Z is concatenation of [Z E , Z C ]. θ is a set of trainable variables in F C5 (·).
To learn the encoder and decoder parameters (φ and θ), we need to maximize
the lower bound of p(Dti ) as shown in Eq.(11), which is derived from Eq.(1):
log p(Dti )
ZZ
E
≥
qφ (Z C , Z E |GC , GB
t−∆t , X ) log

pθ (Dti , Z C , Z E )
dZ C dZ E
E
C
qφ (Z , Z E |GC , GB
t−∆t , X )

h
i
= Eqφ (Z C ,Z E |GC ,GB ,X E ) pθ (Dti |Z C , Z E )
t−∆t


C
C
C
− DKL qφ (Z |G , GB
t−∆t ) k p(Z )


− DKL qφ (Z E |X E ) k p(Z E ) , L(Dti ; φ, θ)

(11)

where p(Z C ) = p(Z E ) = N (0, I).
Meanwhile, we also need to measure how accurately the model predicts future demand. We use a mean squared error as a loss function to measure the
prediction error:
Lmse =

1 ei
(Dt − Dti )2
n

(12)

Therefore, we need to optimize the loss function as follows to train the model:
h



i
C
E
E
E
L wLmse + α DKL qφ (Z C |GC , GB
t−∆t ) k p(Z ) + DKL qφ (Z |X ) k p(Z )
(13)

4

Experiments

In this section, we conduct several experiments to evaluate our model on settled
stations and new stations.
4.1

Datasets

We evaluate our model on two public real-world datasets as shown in Table
1. Bike-sharing datasets in New York City and Washington D.C. are collected
from Citi Bike website2 and Capital Bike website3 , respectively. A station, which
2
3

https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data
https://www.capitalbikeshare.com/system-data
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starts to be checked in/out from a certain timestamp, is defined as a new station.
Compared to the dataset in New York City, new stations are more than settled
stations in Washington D.C.. Besides the bike-sharing data, we use some external
temporal data for two cities which are used to characterize urban dynamics, such
as meteorology data (e.g., weather type, wind speed, temperature)45 and holiday
data (e.g., workday, holiday)6 . Temperature and wind speed are normalized as
continuous variables which range from 0 to 1. Other temporal data is encoded
to one-hot variables. We choose the data of last 14 days as test set in each city.
85% of the remained data are training set and 15% of the remained data are
validation set.
Table 1: The statistics of the dataset.
Data
NYC
Washington D.C.
Duration
16/10/1–17/10/27 11/01/01–12/12/9
Records
17,726,635
3,166,051
# stations
846
193
# new stations
259
105

4.2

Experiment settings

Experimental setup We predict daily demand for each station. To predict
the daily demand, we use a sliding window to get the historical data. For new
stations, we mask their data before they appear. We use one GCN layer, one
EvolveGCN layer and one GRU layer on both datasets. We adopt different hidden units of layers in different cities. For dataset in New York City, we cluster
the stations into 20 communities. We set 64 hidden units for the GCN layer in
B-GCN, 128 hidden units for the EvolveGCN layer and 128 hidden units for
the GRU2 layer. F C1 and F C2 are set as 128 hidden units. The learning rate
is set as 5 × 10−4 . For dataset in Washington D.C., we cluster the stations into
20 communities. We separately use 32, 64, 128 hidden units for the GCN layer,
EvolveGCN layer and GRU2 layer. And F C3 and F C4 are 64 hidden units. The
learning rate is also set as 5 × 10−4 .
Baselines We compare our model (SCEG) with the following state-of-the-art
works on demand prediction:
– GRU [13]: it only uses historical demand, meteorology data and holiday
data as input.
– T-GCN [4,6]: They use a single GCN to encode the time-evolving station
graphs into spatial embedding in each timestamp, then use GRU to encode
the temporal features and spatial embedding over time.
– E-GCN [5]: It uses EvolveGCN to encode spatial information in each timestamp, then uses GRU to encode the temporal features and spatial embedding.
4

https://www.kaggle.com/selfishgene/historical-hourly-weather-data
https://www.kaggle.com/marklvl/bike-sharing-dataset
6
https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/pay-leave/federal-holidays
5
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– Multi-graph [9]: It uses multiple graphs including distance graph, correlation graph, and interaction graph as input of one timestamp, then uses
LSTM to encode information in each timestamp.
In addition to the above state-of-the-art methods, we provide another two variants related to our model:
– CT-GCN: Based on T-GCN, it uses another GCN to encode the spatial
community graph. The embedding of the time-evolving information and spatial communities are concatenated to predict demands.
– SCEG-w/oBI: It directly flattens community embedding after GCN when
calculating community-informed representation, which does not use B-GCN
to assign community interactions to stations.
Evaluation metrics We use two evaluation metrics: mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) and root mean square percentage error (RMSPE) similar to [14].
e i∗ − D i∗
X D
t
t
1
M AP E =
t × n∗
Dti∗
t
∗
∗

t,nt

v
u
X
1 Xu
u 1
RM SP E =
t ∗
t t
nt ∗
∗

nt

e i∗ − D i∗
D
t
t
Dti∗

!2
(14)

e ti is prediction demand and Dti is the ground-truth demand. n∗t is
where D
the number of stations at tth timestamp.
We evaluate the results in three perspectives: performance on all stations in
tth timestamp (M AP E all , RM SP E all ), performance on settled stations (M AP E settled ,
RM SP E settled ) and performance on new stations (M AP E new , RM SP E new ).
4.3

Prediction results

We evaluate check-in and check-out demands prediction with 6 baselines as
shown in Table 2. Values in bold represent the best performance. The results
show that the overall performance of our model is better than other baselines.
our model performs much better than other baselines when the number of new
stations is more than the number of settled stations.
We first predict demand using GRU on both datasets, which only uses historical demands and external temporal data. Compared to GRU, other methods
perform better as a result of considering the interaction between stations. It
infers that station-level demand prediction is significantly related to spatial interactions.
Compare with T-GCN, CT-GCN performs a little better as it consider the
spatial community. It infers that the steady and coarse-grained graph helps reduce some prediction errors. But it still performs worse than E-GCN, which
doesn’t use the embedding of spatial community. Due to using a single GCN, TGCN and CT-GCN cannot characterize the time-evolving interactions between
stations. Though multi-graph performs better than T-GCN and CT-GCN by
characterizing the relationship between stations from different views, it still perform worse than E-GCN as it doesn’t have a time-evolving structure. Therefore,
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Table 2: Prediction errors of check-in and check-out demands.
Check-in
M AP E all RM SP E all M AP E settled RM SP E settled
GRU
0.611
2.144
0.407
0.848
T-GCN
0.582
2.098
0.393
0.791
CT-GCN
0.496
1.425
0.349
0.721
N.Y.C.
E-GCN
0.446
1.323
0.304
0.644
Multi-graph
0.460
1.100
0.366
0.772
SCEG-w/oBI
0.426
1.068
0.345
0.726
SCEG
0.383
0.969
0.271
0.591
City

Method

GRU
T-GCN
CT-GCN
W.D.C.
E-GCN
Multi-graph
SCEG-w/oBI
SECG

0.936
0.699
0.602
0.583
0.515
0.508
0.453

1.894
1.411
1.104
1.026
0.970
0.949
0.899

1.083
0.679
0.650
0.550
0.545
0.445
0.437

1.910
1.225
1.408
1.086
1.045
0.795
0.763

Check-out
M AP E all RM SP E all M AP E settled RM SP E settled
GRU
0.888
3.381
0.704
2.114
T-GCN
0.694
1.973
0.706
2.010
CT-GCN
0.533
1.689
0.460
1.359
N.Y.C.
E-GCN
0.494
1.435
0.307
0.602
Multi-graph
0.511
1.310
0.355
0.773
SCEG-w/oBI
0.471
0.959
0.437
0.850
SCEG
0.357
0.825
0.256
0.488
City

Method

GRU
T-GCN
CT-GCN
W.D.C.
E-GCN
Multi-graph
SCEG-w/oBI
SECG

0.750
0.649
0.646
0.586
0.559
0.516
0.491

1.340
1.118
1.148
1.042
1.016
0.998
0.945

0.719
0.678
0.629
0.605
0.566
0.561
0.449

1.316
1.234
1.103
1.004
1.092
1.088
0.833

– M AP E all and RM SP E all are metrics to evaluate performance on all stations. M AP E settled
and RM SP E settled are metrics to evaluate performance on settled stations.
– Numbers in bold denote the best performance and numbers with underlines denote the second
best performance.

capturing time-evolving interactions accurately plays an important role in prediction. Compared to E-GCN, SCEG-w/oBI performs better on W.D.C dataset,
whose new stations are more than settled stations. It infers that E-GCN do
well in encoding dynamic interactions between settled stations. But E-GCN ignores the spatial community, which doesn’t help prediction for new stations
with patterns of the whole city. And the latent representation combining spatial
community and time-evolving graphs help infer possible interactions. Meanwhile,
SCEG-w/oBI considers some random when models latent representations, which
is more suitable for real-word situations. Compared to SCEG-w/oBI, SCEG uses
B-GCN, which relates stations and communities reasonably, which improves the
performance significantly.
In summary, the overall performance of our model is better than other baselines. And our model significantly improves overall performance when new stations are more than settled stations.
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Capability of predicting new stations

To evaluate the performance on the scenario of new stations, we calculate M AP E
and RM SP E of new stations. Meanwhile, we illustrate changes of prediction
errors for a new station with different lengths of historical data.
Table 3: Prediction errors for new stations
Method

NYC

GRU
T-GCN
CT-GCN
E-GCN
Multi-graph
SCEG-w/oBI
SCEG

2.380
1.193
1.189
1.184
1.256
0.907
0.675

6.663
2.760
2.648
2.570
3.020
1.329
1.275

GRU
T-GCN
CT-GCN
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Fig. 3: Evaluation on different
lengths of historical data

Prediction errors of new stations We show the prediction results of checkout demands for new stations in Table 3. The results show that our model
performs better than other baselines on new stations. As expected, GRU and
T-GCN have poor performance on handling new stations, which are not trained
before. Though CT-GCN improves a little performance by involving spatial community, it cannot learn dynamic information from time-evolving graphs. Compared with CT-GCN, E-GCN performs better. It reveals that the spatial community without some time-evolving information will not predict demands of new
stations well, especially in the situation that there are more new stations added.
SCEG-w/oBI improve performance obviously as the latent spatial representation
is helpful to predict future interactions and demands of new stations. And adding
some random is useful for new stations whose spatial patterns is unknown. SCEG
weights the affect of communities on each stations, which contribute to analyze
the trend of new stations. Therefore, SCEG outperforms than other baselines by
using time-evolving representation and community-informed representation. We
decrease at least 23.2% on the dataset of New York City and 5.1% on the dataset
of Washington D.C.in terms of M AP E. Compared to Multi-graph which is also
a demand prediction work, we decrease 58.1% on dataset of N.Y.C. and 11.3%
on dataset of W.D.C. in terms of M AP E.
Evaluation on different lengths of historical data
We select one new
station to find the changes in prediction errors over the length of historical data.
The station was deployed on 2012/11/29 in Washington D.C., which was not
trained before. We use different lengths of historical data, which range from 1
day to 6 days. As shown in Fig.3, the prediction error decreases obviously when
we involve more historical data. However, the prediction error decreases slowly
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when the length of historical data reaches 6 days. The reason may be that distant
data cannot provide a lot of relevant information. It infers that involving more
than 6 days’ data cannot help a lot that will cost more time to predict demands.
So we select 6 days’ historical data, considering a balance between performance
and time cost.
4.5

Visualization of intra-weights and inter-weights

To analyze the affect of communities on stations, we demonstrate the visualization of intra-weights and inter-weights on 2012/11/29 as shown in Fig.4. Fig.4(a)
shows the intra-weights in Community #5, which consists of 10 stations. From
the result, we learn that occupation rates of stations are different. Station #154,
#90 and #80 are popular stations in this community. And Station #64 and #61
have fewer demands. Fig.4(b) shows the inter-weights of the settled stations and
the new stations. The settled station belongs to Community #12 and the new
station belongs to Community #10. The result shows that the settled station
frequently interacts with Community #18. The new station rarely interacts with
Community #19, Community #6 and Community #8. From the result, we learn
that the new station has much fewer interactions than the settled stations. But
it’s still obvious that a station has different interactions with communities even
though the new station has few interactions currently.

37 61 64 65 80 85 90 114 143 154
# Station

(a) Intra-weights in Community #5. The square which is
more dark denotes more occupation rate.

settled station
new station

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

# Community
(b) Inter-weights for the settled station and the new
station. Squares’ colors change from dark blue to
dark red mean the weights change from low to high.

Fig. 4: Visualization of intra-weights and inter-weights

4.6

Parameter analysis

In this part, we evaluate α in the loss function. Because of the difficulty of
training VAE, we train our model by warming up. α is changed in each epoch
to balance Lmse and KL divergences (α = epoch ∗ α0 ). To evaluate the effect of
different α, we choose the different α0 at the initial stage which ranges from 1 ×
10−4 to 1×10−1 and train the model with the same number of epochs. The results
shown in Fig. 5 are prediction errors of check-in demands in New York City. With
increasing of α0 , the prediction errors of new stations are significantly affected.
But prediction errors of all stations and settled stations are little affected. The
prediction errors of new stations (yellow line) reach the lowest when α0 is equal
to 1 × 10−3 . When α0 is equal to 1 × 10−3 , the model reaches better performance
and consumes as much time as other parameter settings. The results illustrate
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that the model relies more on Lmse at the beginning of training, which help learn
the representations of spatial demands. Due to few historical data, demands of
new stations will be predicted better after learning the representation of spatial
demands well. However, it is difficult to learn the latent spatial representation
directly, we should gradually adjust based on Lmse .

0
0

M A P E ( a ll)
M A P E ( e x is t)
M A P E (n e w )

0
0
0
0
1 E -0 4

1 E -0 3
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1 E -0 2

(a) MAPE

1 E -0 1
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0

M A P E

0 .8
0 .7
0 .6
0 .5
0 .4
0 .3
0 .2

1 .8
1 .6
1 .4
1 .2
1 .0
0 .8
0 .6
0 .4
1 E -0 4

R M S P E ( a ll)
R M S P E ( e x is t)
R M S P E (n e w )

1 E -0 3

α0

1 E -0 2

a

1 E -0 1

0

(b) RMSPE

Fig. 5: Performance on different α0 in N.Y.C. Dataset.

5

Related Work

In this section, we briefly introduce related works about demand prediction and
spatial-temporal computing.
5.1

Demand prediction

Demand prediction is a popular topic in urban computing, which is helpful to
balance resources. Some works divided the city into grids to predict grid-level
demands [15,22]. Considering about the changing of a city, some works used
dynamic clusters to mine some demand patterns in a city. Chen et al. [3] proposed
a dynamic cluster method according to correlations between stations over time.
Li et al. [14,21] used interactions and correlations of demands to find clusters
and then considered inter-cluster transition. To predict the fine-grained demands,
researchers focus on station-level demands, which is more challenging. Yoon et
al. [8] extracted a temporal pattern of stations by using similarity and then built
a temporal model based on ARIMA. Hulot et al. [1] extracted traffic behaviors
and used four different machine learning methods to help make online balancing
operations based on predicting demands. Lately, several works involved graphs
to characterize the relationship between stations. Chai et al. [9] used multigraph to extract spatial information from different views. Lin et al. [4] proposed
two architectures based on GCN. The first architecture linearly combined the
hidden states from multiple GCN layers. The second one used LSTM to encoder
temporal information over the hidden states from single GCN layers.
When existing works predicted station-level demands, they only predicted for
the stations that existed all the time. But we consider the real-world scenario
that there will be some new stations built at some timestamps.
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Spatial-temporal computing

With the increasing number of spatial-temporal data, spatial-temporal computing is necessary to be involved to analyze urban trends. Recently, deep learning
methods are widely used to fit the complex problems and big data in spatialtemporal computing. The main method is using CNN and RNN to extract spatial
and temporal information[20,19]. Zhang et al. [18] and Lin et al. [17] leveraged
CNN to capture the spatial information of each timestamp and fed them into
three different temporal components, which were combined to predict grid-level
crowd flow. Shi et al. [20] proposed a model named ConvLSTM, which captured
spatial information by CNN and learned temporal information by LSTM. After
GCN achieved a great success, it is widely used in spatial computing. Chen et al.
[16] conducted a graph of the traffic network and used GCN to extract spatial
information. To consider the multi-view of a city, Sun et al. [10] fused views of
different periods to predict the flows in irregular regions.
Although the works above achieved great success in spatial-temporal computing, they cannot be used directly for station-level demand prediction. The
reason is that they didn’t consider time-evolving networks with new nodes.

6

Conclusion

To predict station-level demands, we proposed a novel model named SCEG to
exploit time-evolving station graphs informed by the spatial community graph.
The spatial community graph, which has coarse-grained interactions in a city,
provided some possible interactions and demand trends for new stations. Meanwhile, SCEG represented fine-grained station-level interactions at each timestamp using EvolveGCN. As experimental results shown, time-evolving station
graphs and the spatial community graph both contributed to demand prediction for new stations. SCEG performed better than 6 baselines on both settled
stations and new stations.
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